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John Wooden's UCLA
Offense Farrar, Straus and
Giroux
Articles written by many of
football's greatest coaching
strategists examine successful
offensive philosophies,
systems, formations, and plays
from the past forty years.

The Toss Workman
Publishing Company
The Slight Edge is a way of
thinking, a way of processing
information that enables you
to make the daily choices that
will lead you to the success
and happiness you desire.
Learn why some people make
dream after dream come true,
while others just continue
dreaming and spend their

lives building dreams for
other how-to books and selfsomeone else. It's not just
help information that you
another self-help motivation read, watch and hear actually
tool of methods you must
work.
Football Revolution
learn in order to travel the
path to success. It shows you Prentice Hall Direct
how to create powerful results The year is 1982.
from the simple daily activities American Football is
of your life, by using tools that the world's most
are already within you. In this popular sport. The
Soviet national
8th anniversary edition you'll
gridiron team, formed
read not only the life-changing
at the pounding of
concepts of the original book, Joseph Stalin's iron
but also learn what author Jeff fist, has not lost a
Olson discovered as he
game since 1970. A
continued along the slight
team of American
edge path: the Secret to
legends is assembled
to travel to Moscow
Happiness and the Ripple
for the world's
Effect. This edition of The
Slight Edge isn't just the story, biggest sporting
event, the Gridiron
but also how the story
continues to create life-altering Cup.
Offensive Football Systems:
dynamics--how a way of
thinking, a way of processing Expanded Edition Human
Kinetics
information, can impact daily
Coaching the Complete Triple
choices that will lead you to
Gun Offense (including the
the success and happiness you bonus DVD The Triple Gun
desire. The Slight Edge is "the Offense: Understanding the
key" that will make all the
Basics), offers coaches at all
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competitive levels on both sides this book are drawn up
One of the elder Elway’s
of the ball the perfect tools to versus a very common
assistant coaches, Dennis
better understand the key
5-3 defense. The blocking Erickson, then borrowed
aspects of the triple gun offense. for the most part is zone Neumeier’s innovations
Topics include philosophy and or gap zone, which allows and built on them,
organization, coaching the
the plays to be ran
bringing what we now
triple gun triple options,
against various defenses. know as the spread
coaching the double options in The player assignments offense onto the national
the triple gun offense, the triple are easy to follow and
stage at the University of
gun power attack, the triple gun allow the coach to
Miami in the 1980s. With
draws and counter plays,
implement the play
Erickson’s career as a
installing the passing game,
directly from the book.
lens, this book shows how
ripple gun screens and bubbles, Flipped Learning
the inspiration of a high
the triple gun quick- passing
Triumph Books
school coach became the
game, the triple gun dropback- For the last twenty-five dominant offense in
passing game, triple gun play- years, the most dominant college football, prepping
action passing, triple gun boot offensive strategy in
a whole generation of
passes, and more. The
college football has been quarterbacks for the NFL
companion 41-minute DVD, the spread offense, which and forever changing the
included with the book, brings relies on empty
way the game is played.
Take Your Eye Off the Ball
Coach DeMeo's concepts to
backfields, lots of
2.0 Independently
life. Contains nearly 200
receivers and passing,
diagrams and illustrations.
and no huddles between Published
Find a Way
plays. Where the spread How and why to install,
teach, and make the gun
Independently Published offense started, why it
triple an effective part of a
Coaches looking for a
took so long to take hold,
team's offense. Covers
deceptive, powerful
and the evolution of its
alignments and formations,
offense that is difficult to many variations are the
offensive line play (create
defend will find plenty of much-debated mysteries seams and double teams),
options in 101 Single
that Bart Wright sets
backfield play (speed in
Wing Plays. The plays
about solving in this
space), receiver play
are divided up into
book. Football Revolution (blocking the edge), tight
end play, quarterback play
chapters based on the
recovers a key,
(the trigger), attacking
style of the series being overlooked, part of the
run. Straight power plays story. The book reveals defenses, the flip option (a
counter triple), attacking
are found in chapter one, how Jack Neumeier, a
while all the full spinner high school football coach defenses with the flip
option, the two-gun triple,
plays are in chapter
in California in the 1970s,
attacking defenses with the
three. Because the book built an offensive
two-gun triple, and
is divided into chapter,
strategy around a young developmental drills.
the coach looking for a
player named John
Features over 100
specific type of single
Elway, whose father was diagrams and illustrations
wing play can easily find a coach at nearby
to make learning and
it and others similar to it. California State
coaching the gun triple fast
and easy.
The diagrams found in
University, Northridge.
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The Hurry-Up, No-Huddle
Coaches Choice Books
Coaching the Under Front
Defense is an easy-tounderstand manual for any
coach interested in learning
and installing the basics of
the under front defense.
With descriptions of the
techniques and needs
required to be successful at
each position, this book is a
valuable tool for any coach
looking to run or playing
against this defense. This
book is a key for any
defensive coach looking for
a scheme that can defend
the run or the pass. The
under front defense can
adjust to every offensive
formation with ease, has a
great pressure package,
and has the capability to
shut down any offensive
scheme.
Defending the Spread
Offense Coaches Choice
Books
An exciting, fast and
furious offensive system
that allows coaches at any
level to speed up the game
and lengthen the amount of
actual playing time, while
mentally and physically
wearing down the
opponent. Explains the
philosophy of the HurryUp, No-Huddle, building a
well-organized offensive
system with the Hurry-Up,
No-Huddle, communication,
practice, and the Hurry-Up,
No-Huddle running game
and passing game. Also
includes 14 special tips for
running the system.
Features dozens of

photographs and
illustrations.

movements into their
three components
Eight Men Out Harper (eccentric, isometric,
Collins
and concentric), and
Twenty-two humorous maximizes performance
essays on topics
gains by applying stress
ranging from Joseph
to the athlete in a way
Stalin's theories of
that allows for the
revolutionary stand-up continuous development
comedy, to a
of strength, speed, and
commencement address power. Who uses
given by a Satanist
Triphasic Training:
college President, to
Everyone! From elite
the opening statement level athletes to
of an attorney
absolute beginners, the
representing Wile E.
triphasic method of
Coyote in a product
training allows for
liability suit against the maximal performance
Acme company,
gains in minimal time.
supplier of
For that reason
unpredictable rocket
professional athletes
sleds and faulty spring- from all backgrounds
powered shoes.
seek out Coach Dietz
101 Single Wing Plays each off-season to train
Reedswain Inc.
with his triphasic
Features articles
system. Coach Dietz
written by noted
has worked with
football coaches,
hundreds of athletes
selected from past
from the NFL, NHL, and
editions of Coach of the MLB, as well as several
year clinics manuals.
dozen Olympic athletes
Read and Shoot Human in track and field,
Kinetics
swimming, and hockey.
What is Triphasic
What the book is about:
Training? It is the
Triphasic Training was
pinnacle of sports
originally a digital book
performance training.
with over 3,000
Created by world
hyperlinks and 6 hours
renown coach, Cal
of video lectures,
Dietz, Triphasic
showing the reader
Training breaks down exactly how to perform
dynamic, athletic
every exercise and
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apply the training
3,000 exercises and 52 A book geared toward
methods. To ensure
weeks of programs for high school football
that you do not miss out numerous different
coaches, especially
on this valuable
sports. Included in the those aspiring to be
component, inside your programming section
head coaches. Details
book you will find a web are: Over 3,000
include topics head
link to a downloadable exercises, each
coaches deal with from
PDF that contains all of hyperlinked to a video booster clubs, off the
the hyperlinks and
tutorial that shows you field issues, player and
videos from the original exactly how to perform assistant coach
digital book. The PDF is the exercise. 5 separate management, creating a
laid out to allow you to 24-week training
vision and culture for
easily follow along as
programs built for
your program, and how
you read the book.
either 6 day, 5 day, 4
to interview for a head
Simply scroll in the PDF day, 3 day, or 2 day
position. This book will
to the page that you are models. Over 6 hours of go through most of the
reading in the book and video lectures by Coach items that coaches
it will have every
Dietz further explaining become aware of only
hyperlink and video that the Triphasic Training when they become a
is on that page. The
method. These lectures head high school
book contains over 350 go even deeper into the football coach.
Coaching Linebackers
pages, divided clearly
physiology and
into 2 parts: the “why”application of what he Holt Paperbacks
The QB-RB mesh is one
and the “what”. The does with his elite
of the most universal,
first three sections go athletes. Over two
and under coached, skills
through the
dozen tables showing
in modern football. From
physiological basis for exactly when and how
Flexbone/Wing-T based
the Triphasic method, to modify exercises to
option attacks to Spread
undulated block
ensure continuous
Zone Read concepts the
periodization, and
improvement in your
mesh is the one skill that
general biological
athletes. Peaking
must be mastered to
applications of stress. programs for football
have an effective offense.
The authors will explain lineman or skill players, The mesh is the one skill
how to incorporate the baseball, swimming,
with the highest return
Triphasic methods into volleyball, and hockey on investment for
existing programs, with players (among others). coaching time. If done
successfully a well read
complete descriptions A complete 52 week
and executed mesh can
on adapting it to
training program for
cancel out up to three
virtually any scenario. football.
players. A poorly read
Sections 4 through 7
Offensive Football
mesh will result in a loss
are devoted entirely to Strategies Greenleaf
of yards in a best case
programming, with over Book Group
scenario, and a turnover
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in a worst case scenario. You Win in the Locker
Coaching the Quarterback Room First Coaches
Mesh gives coaches a
Choice Books
system to teach this skill The 2018 Kansas City
by breaking it down into Chiefs posted historically
five steps. These steps
great offensive numbers.
are then broken down
The Chiefs ranked 1st in
further where the specific the NFL in terms of
coaching points for each points per game, total
step are detailed. Lastly yards per game, and
the book takes the
yards per play. The 2018
system and applies it to season was the
the main plays that have a culmination of Andy
QB-RB mesh. This
Reid's progressive
includes; Midline, Inside blending of the west
Veer, Outside Veer,
coast offense with
Inside Zone, Outside Zone 'spread' concepts more
and Inverted Power. Take popular at the college
the next step in coaching level combined with an
your Quarterbacks and
influx of high-level talent
created a high powered
such as Patrick
offense with Coaching the Mahomes, Tyreek Hill,
Quarterback Mesh.
and Travis Kelce (just to
Basketball Scouting
name a few). The goal of
Techniques Moscow
this book is to take an inHeights Publishing
depth look at the
Flipped classroom
schemes that helped the
pioneers Jonathan
Chiefs be successful in
Bergmann and Aaron
the 2018 season with the
Sams take their
purpose being so that
revolutionary educational other coaches can learn
philosophy to the next
and use that knowledge
level in Flipped Learning. to increase their own
Building on the energy of teams' chances of
the thousands of
success. This book will
educators inspired by the focus on the schemes
influential book Flip Your utilized by the Chiefs in
Classroom, this
the 2018 season;
installment is all about
however, it will also look
what happens next -at how Reid's character
when a classroom is truly and leadership has led to
student-centered and
the development of these
teachers are free to
schemes.
engage with students on The Explosive Veer
an individual level.
Offense for Winning

Football Parker
Wooden's first-ever
instructional basketball
book and DVD package
provides
anunprecedented inside
look at the offensive
system of this
basketball
coachinglegend.
Coaching the Quarterback
Mesh Championship
Books & Video
Productions
Written by James Vint,
who has been at the
forefront of the pistol
offense for years, this
book is a collection of
101 of the author's most
successful pistol run
plays. Topics include:
formations and motions,
inside zone play, inside
seal concept, inside lead
concept, power concept,
sweep concept, isolation
concept, trap concept,
counter concept, belly
concept, reverses, and
special plays.

Just Ride John Wiley &
Sons
Taking advantage of
the vast informational
resources available to
him, Dan Gonzalez
developed a passing
system that combined
ideas from some of the
most vaunted offenses
in pro and college
football. He later
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enhanced that system so Aggression gives coaches
that youth players could a defensive philosophy
they can trust. Using
learn and execute the
diagrams and concise
same concepts and
techniques. Further, the explanations, the book
lays out a formula for
same concepts have
success for coaches to
been used to aid high
utilize in their own
schools in not only
schemes.Coaching at the
developing school
lower levels of football
record holders, but
bring its own issues to
perennial playoff
the table that many
contenders and state
Division I football teams
champions as well.
do not face. Cautious
Aggression: Defending
Gonzalez now delves
Modern Football is
into the theory and
written for all coaches.
teaching that goes
The experiences Coach
beyond the playbook
Alexander gained while
and into the coaching
coaching for Baylor
behind the "X's and
Football combined with
O's."
The Complete Guide to
Coaching Soccer
Systems and Tactics Bye
Dietz Sports Enterprise
As the spread becomes
more of the norm in all
regions of this country it
is important for coaches
everywhere to have a
resource for defending
the modern spread
offense. Cautious
Aggression: Defending
Modern Football is that
resource for coaches.
The schemes described
in this book are tried and
true methods for
defending some of the
best offenses this
country has ever
seen.Starting with "The
Why" and ending with
"The How." Cautious

his experiences at the
high school level has
given him a unique
perspective on defensive
football. Many of the
concepts and theories in
this book have been
adjusted to fit the needs
of high school and small
college coaches around
the country. Come learn
"The Art of X."
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